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Adam Jackson @AdamJacksonOT
Welcome everyone to this weeks #OTalk , thank you for taking the time to come and
chat... hope we're all doing ok and keeping as safe as we can.. Lets get started shall
we .. Question 1 on its way... @OTalk_ https://t.co/gouaKHN5Gb

Sarah Bodell @sarah_bodell
Hi Everyone, looking forward to the chat #otalk

Rachael @RachaelD_OT
Evening all �� #OTalk

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
Looking forward to discussing #socialprescribing this evening with #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
hello peeps! #otalk

Student Platform OT @SPOTeurope
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Thanks Adam - we are looking forward to your chat!
#Otalk

Adam Jackson @AdamJacksonOT
Question One ... #OTalk @OTalk_ https://t.co/JcMCtbRvJl

Opportune-OT @Opportune_OT
@BillWongOT Hi Bill 👋 #OTalk

#OTalk Transcript
Healthcare social media transcript of the #OTalk  hashtag.

Tue, April 14th 2020, 8:00PM  – Thu, April 16th 2020, 9:30PM  (Europe/London).

See #OTalk Influencers/Analytics.
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Deb HOME. @debbieduckie
RT @margaretOT360: Looking forward to discussing #socialprescribing this evening
with #otalk

Deb HOME. @debbieduckie
@OTalk_ #OTalk

JasminOT @JasminLaffy
Very early good morning from me. Excited for this #otalk

Deb HOME. @debbieduckie
@OTalk_ #OTalk present.

Opportune-OT @Opportune_OT
@RachaelD_OT Evening Rachael #OTalk 👋

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ not so much... I don't think this has taken off in the USA
at the moment. #otalk

Rebecca, Occupational Therapist @RebeccaCrouch
Hey #OTalk, long time no speak! Looking forward to tonight's chat!

Gemma Scott @gemscottOT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ #otalk hello! for me social prescribing is a massive part
of occupational therapy, it is a non medical intervention supporting people to
engage in meaningful activity in their local community

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
Ooo good question. If an OT works in a GP practice they could instigate social
prescribing theirselves or via a social prescriber depending of staffing #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 1 #otalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Hello! Looking forward to this #OTalk! 😃
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Student Platform OT @SPOTeurope
Social prescribing - enabling people to participate in activities outside of their home
setting! We think it has always been the heart of OT to support social prescribing
initiatives #Otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @gscottOTS: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ #otalk hello! for me social prescribing is
a massive part of occupational therapy, it is a non medica…

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
RT @SPOTeurope: Social prescribing - enabling people to participate in activities
outside of their home setting! We think it has always be…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@gscottOTS @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ seems like if we are in the era of staying at
home/social distancing, we will need to adapt what we can prescribe. So perhaps
instead of outdoors activities (if option is not available), we can recommend some
Zoom (or similar meetings) for our service users to join. #otalk

Kayleigh Wain @kayleighwainOT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Embeds OTs key principles of being holistic, focusing on
the whole person. Feel that social prescribing is a way of linking/integrating OTs
more into primary care. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @kayleighwainOT: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Embeds OTs key principles of
being holistic, focusing on the whole person. Feel that social pres…

Student Platform OT @SPOTeurope
@margaretOT360 It IS OT :D #Otalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I'm a first year OT MSc student, so not really come
across it in my OT studies yet, but worked within a social prescribing service before
starting my MSc, so interested to learn the OT angle on it this evening! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @margaretOT360: Ooo good question. If an OT works in a GP practice they could
instigate social prescribing theirselves or via a social p…
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Rebecca, Occupational Therapist @RebeccaCrouch
Social Prescribing acts as an adjunct to occupational therapy. Often community
teams need to focus on essential rehab needs (the basics, eating, washing, toileting,
accessing the community etc), we don't always have capacity to focus on the social
needs/ leisure activities #OTalk

ChrissiS-OT @ChrissisOt
A1: Social prescribing is the use of activities and occupations to address physical and
mental health issues, a 'new' initiative in primary care, which OT's have been
encouraging for a long time!

Katie Moffat @Katie_Moffat
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Thinking innovatively to empower the individual to
make their own choices of possible solutions #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @margaretOT360: Ooo good question. If an OT works in a GP practice they could
instigate social prescribing theirselves or via a social p…

Rebecca, Occupational Therapist @RebeccaCrouch
@JasminLaffy Hi Jasmine, is social prescribing a thing in Australia? Would be
interested to know. #OTalk

Deb HOME. @debbieduckie
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ #OTalk gotta use the #!

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @SPOTeurope: Social prescribing - enabling people to participate in activities
outside of their home setting! We think it has always be…

Rebecca, Occupational Therapist @RebeccaCrouch
RT @gscottOTS: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ #otalk hello! for me social prescribing is
a massive part of occupational therapy, it is a non medica…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Katie_Moffat: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Thinking innovatively to empower
the individual to make their own choices of possible solutions #O…
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Gemma Scott @gemscottOT
@BillWongOT @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ #otalk - absolutely - it's about
connection, doesn't need to be about connecting in the physical environment, can
be social aswell

Sarah Bodell @sarah_bodell
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ As OTs we use formulation and occupational analysis to
assess and guide a person towards occupational participation. I haven’t seen like
workers doing that. Has anyone else? #otalk

Rebecca, Occupational Therapist @RebeccaCrouch
@BillWongOT @gscottOTS @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Good point Bill! Chances are
social prescribing is happening at all at the moment! #OTalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Maintaining wellbeing through leisure activities through
creativity and the concept of ‘flow’ #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@margaretOT360 We used to use the phrase "social prescribing is everybody's
responsibility, and some people's job!" in my old job (before OT...), so everyone can
do a bit within their roles? Esp given OT skills!? #OTalk

ChrissiS-OT @ChrissisOt
Forgot to ad #OTalk

Sarah Bodell @sarah_bodell
@debbieduckie @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I forgot! Sorry 😬 #otalk

Rachael @RachaelD_OT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ My understanding is that social prescribing facilitates
participation in a broad range of activities... Facilitating participation in tasks is at the
heart of our profession. With that in mind, there is definitely a link... #OTalk

Catherine McNulty @cathymc9781
@SalfordSPx @OTalk_ @AdamJacksonOT @House_OT #OTalk Hello Adam I am
looking forward to the discussions tonight ...
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Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@gscottOTS @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Yes- when I recommended OT's to consider
hosting TEDCircles recently, we can also do this from this angle other than
grassroots advocacy to general public, since such groups are intimate in nature (I
heard best practice is 12 max.) #otalk

JasminOT @JasminLaffy
@RebeccaCrouch It is! Although I don't think we have specific social prescribers, but
using community activity as an intervention is very common #Otalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
RT @Katie_Moffat: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Thinking innovatively to empower
the individual to make their own choices of possible solutions #O…

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
RT @GeorgiaVineOT: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Maintaining wellbeing through
leisure activities through creativity and the concept of ‘flow’ #OT…

Cassandra @Cass_OT__
RT @SPOTeurope: Social prescribing - enabling people to participate in activities
outside of their home setting! We think it has always be…

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Social prescribing recognises the health and well being
benefits of recreational activities. This is what we do as OTs but we look at all
occupational activities #otalk

Student Platform OT @SPOTeurope
Agreed! #Otalk

Laura @LauraCoffin_OT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Social prescribing is about connecting people and
communities. I think that as OTs we also understand the importance of belonging to
health and wellbeing #OTalk

Rebecca, Occupational Therapist @RebeccaCrouch
@kayleighwainOT @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ In most cases, in the absence of an
OT! My understanding is that most social prescribing is not done by OTs. Good that
are principles are being used by others, helps spread the message about meaningful
occupation & the impact this can have on wellbeing. #OTalk
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Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@RebeccaCrouch @gscottOTS @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ haha- I see an
application of that with myself this past Sunday. I joined a sing-a-long with a group
of TEDxers. It was a great sense of community even though we come from all over
the globe as well as various backgrounds. #otalk

Salford Social Prescribing Hub @SalfordSPx
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ @House_OT #OTalk

Cassandra @Cass_OT__
Isn’t this a wonderful answer! #otalk

Deb HOME. @debbieduckie
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ #OTalk the use of non medical/pharmacological
interventions to meet identified goals AND is meaningful

JasminOT @JasminLaffy
@RebeccaCrouch Under or NDIS system people can get government funding for
support workers to take them out to community events. /#otalk

Sarah Bodell @sarah_bodell
@SusanGriffiths5 @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ This is interesting. So do you think OT
could hand over leisure activities to social prescribers? #otalk

Deb HOME. @debbieduckie
@sarah_bodell @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Oh me too. At least once a week. #otalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@sarah_bodell @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I've not come across them doing that
either... a different set of skills (I think @Pers_Care might have a framework for it!),
but important to highlight the unique approach of OT in this context! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @sarah_bodell: @SusanGriffiths5 @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ This is interesting.
So do you think OT could hand over leisure activities to soc…

#OTalk @OTalk_
@sarah_bodell @AdamJacksonOT I agree, I feel OTs can steer it in a goal directed
manner and a social prescriber might not. #otalk

Sarah Bodell @sarah_bodell
@anyadei @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ @Pers_Care Agreed! #otalk

Adam Jackson @AdamJacksonOT
Question 2 #OTalk @OTalk_ https://t.co/DjcO6Hbaep
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Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
Yes I think we have always done this, like reflection and now it has a name #OTalk

Salford Social Prescribing Hub @SalfordSPx
@RebeccaCrouch @kayleighwainOT @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Very much the case
- They come with all labels in their role names ; however in they do a good job of
promoting those core values we hold very important as OT's. #OTalk

Sarah Bodell @sarah_bodell
@OTalk_ @AdamJacksonOT The social prescribers I have worked with are very goal
oriented. What is often new to them are the concepts around occupational
performance and analysis #otalk

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@sarah_bodell @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Well...I question why there is a need for
social prescribers when we already have OTs that do this anyway � #otalk

JasminOT @JasminLaffy
@gscottOTS @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I agree! OTs are about getting people
participating in the occupations they want and are meaningful. Even if you don't
realise it social prescribing is part of this #otalk

Deb HOME. @debbieduckie
RT @margaretOT360: Yes I think we have always done this, like reflection and now it
has a name #OTalk

Deb HOME. @debbieduckie
@margaretOT360 #OTalk is it rebranding, redefining??

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I sort of touched on that with a recent reply. My most
recent experience was a TEDxers sing-a-long on Sunday. It was something I never
did before. But, it was fun. We will do it again on Sunday. This time every participant
will bring his/her favorite song. #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@RebeccaCrouch @BillWongOT @gscottOTS @AdamJacksonOT I agree and think as
OTs we might be able to help here to adjust how to engage. Eg, my partner plays
darts, this is good for phys/mental health. He is now using video call to take part in
matches to help cope with lockdown. We just changed the how and where #otalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@sarah_bodell @SusanGriffiths5 @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ From experience in SP
service (still a student OT, so can't speak as OT yet!), I think people w/ more complex
needs could really benefit from OT support for leisure... if people w/ less complex
needs could access leisure via LW, that could free up OT time for complexity? #OTalk
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OT Sophie @OTSophie
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ We used to have "community connectors" we could
refer in to, essentially these were support workers that seemed to function as social
prescribers. #OTalk

Salford Social Prescribing Hub @SalfordSPx
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Working within the Social Prescribing hub, we have
come across many services that aim to use social prescribing as a means of
improving health and wellbeing for the public. Examples of this are Salford CVS,
Bury VFCA, The North West Ambulance service and many other cont.. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OTalk_: @RebeccaCrouch @BillWongOT @gscottOTS @AdamJacksonOT I agree
and think as OTs we might be able to help here to adjust how to en…

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
Yes in the same way as we would to an OTA or activity co-ordiator if we had one
#OTalk

ChrissiS-OT @ChrissisOt
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I worked in a primary care service that were looking at
hosting what sounded like a social prescribing clinic. GP/nurses would refer to these
people who would look at local communities/activities that suited the patient. Didn't
end up happening. I never hear 'OT' mentioned #Otalk

Sarah Bodell @sarah_bodell
@SusanGriffiths5 @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Do you feel they are the same thing?
If so, would a purchaser not want the cheapest option? #otalk

Rebecca, Occupational Therapist @RebeccaCrouch
@OTalk_ @sarah_bodell @AdamJacksonOT Also social prescribers may be working
too a narrow offering (whatever the CCG has on offer). An occupational therapist, if
resources allow, could be more creative & work on client needs as opposed to a list
of restrictive activities. Many may not be relevant. #OTalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ We did a creativity module at university including a
circus and drama workshop. Then I also took part in creative writing workshop as
part of the module. #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 2 #otalk

Gemma Scott @gemscottOT
@OTalk_ @RebeccaCrouch @BillWongOT @AdamJacksonOT definitely! sounds
great! we are chief probelms solvers at overcoming environmental barriers to
engagement in occupation #otalk
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Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@OTalk_ @RebeccaCrouch @gscottOTS @AdamJacksonOT well- for me as a golfer, I
will just have to count down the days until the links are opened again! I don't want
to hit errant golf balls and break my neighbor's windows... lol! #otalk

Salford Social Prescribing Hub @SalfordSPx
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ process of working with people requiring social
prescribing; whilst also complimenting other tools out there being used in practice.
cont... #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Remember to include #Otalk in all tweets please.

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I think it would be useful to analyse somehow the
difference between prescriber non Ot and OT. Us the value and outcome the same
but costs less....? #OTalk

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
I supervise a number of #OTs who work in GP practices and they all engage in social
prescribing directly as indirectly #OTalk

OfficialCAHPR @OfficialCAHPR
And #OTalk is also happening right now...

Salford Social Prescribing Hub @SalfordSPx
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Our aim within the hub has also been to have critical
conversations- and plan to host a conference beyond issues with COVID-19 and
incorporate understanding of social prescribing within education. #OTalk

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@anyadei @sarah_bodell @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Would we not use OTAs for
this? #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ yes- it is an ad hoc in response to the current situation.
We had about a dozen people from all over the globe joined. #otalk

Student Platform OT @SPOTeurope
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Mostly experienced this in community mental health
settings with individuals with anxiety and depression #otalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@SusanGriffiths5 @sarah_bodell @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ from experience, many
people who benefit from link workers (social prescribers) might not have enough
'needs' to qualify for OT services? Just a feeling from previous role though... #OTalk
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Angie Hodgson @AngieHodgson2
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ #OTalk supporting individuals to identify and utilise
local groups and leisure opportunities to improve their wellbeing and social
connectedness. I would say it's a part of what OTs do already!

Student Platform OT @SPOTeurope
We love this response! #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @RebeccaCrouch: @OTalk_ @sarah_bodell @AdamJacksonOT Also social
prescribers may be working too a narrow offering (whatever the CCG has…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @sarah_bodell: @SusanGriffiths5 @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Do you feel they
are the same thing? If so, would a purchaser not want the cheape…

Sarah Bodell @sarah_bodell
@SusanGriffiths5 @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I agree, and also think complexity is
key. I think our grounding in occupational science, occupational analysis and
occupational performance is what enables us to work with people with complex
needs. That why we cost more #teamwork #otalk

Kayleigh Wain @kayleighwainOT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Before getting into OT , I was shortlisted for SP role.
Feels like SPrescribers are seen as “ cheaper”, than employing an OT. Do feel SP
allows opportunity for local communities to become more connected, and I think SP
will inspire people to get involved in OT later #OTalk

RuthC @ruthotlife
@SPOTeurope @OTalk_ #otalk @adamjacksonot OT has been doing social
prescribing for years. ive observed the way that many volunteers and unqualified
staff are being pulled in to take on roles that qualified staff were previously doing

Adam Jackson @AdamJacksonOT
RT @gscottOTS: @OTalk_ @RebeccaCrouch @BillWongOT @AdamJacksonOT
definitely! sounds great! we are chief probelms solvers at overcoming envi…

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Yes I had to write about this is my assignment for the
module as well #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ and within that community also, because some of us are
learning how to host TEDCircles, so we also invited one another so that we can get
real constructive feedback so that we can do better when we open up beyond that
group. #otalk
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Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @gscottOTS: @OTalk_ @RebeccaCrouch @BillWongOT @AdamJacksonOT
definitely! sounds great! we are chief probelms solvers at overcoming envi…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @ruthotlife: @SPOTeurope @OTalk_ #otalk @adamjacksonot OT has been doing
social prescribing for years. ive observed the way that many vo…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @sarah_bodell: @SusanGriffiths5 @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I agree, and also
think complexity is key. I think our grounding in occupational…

Angie Hodgson @AngieHodgson2
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ On placement I've often referred people into local
groups and facilities. Attending with them if they needed additional support. It was
never called social prescribing though. Just sign posting and support #OTalk

Gemma Scott @gemscottOT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ in every placement experience - researching local
communities and the activities, so when working with service users being
signposting and going with them to groups/activities as part of interventions to
increase social inclusion and independence #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @sarah_bodell: @SusanGriffiths5 @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I agree, and also
think complexity is key. I think our grounding in occupational…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @kayleighwainOT: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Before getting into OT , I was
shortlisted for SP role. Feels like SPrescribers are seen as “ ch…

ChrissiS-OT @ChrissisOt
@anyadei @SusanGriffiths5 @sarah_bodell @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Would this
be due to the referral service? Perhaps be made easier if more OT's work in primary
care? #Otalk

Rachel Jones @DoBeDoBeDo14
@OTalk_ I've worked in an Arts on Prescription service (probably falls under the
umbrella of SP before it was named!) and my organisation is currently involved in a
link worker collab #OTalk

Student Platform OT @SPOTeurope
This sounds such an interesting role / team! #otallk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @BillWongOT: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ and within that community also,
because some of us are learning how to host TEDCircles, so we also i…
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OT Sophie @OTSophie
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ 🤣🤣🤣 sorry,didnt mean to ruin the punch line. Not
sure I want to know the answer though....out of interest how do u plan to compare
them? #OTalk

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
It’s up to #OT to demonstrate the difference and value added outcomes that can be
measured, and they can add as a dual qualified registered health professional.
#otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @AngieHodgson2: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ On placement I've often referred
people into local groups and facilities. Attending with them if…

Laura @LauraCoffin_OT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ As part of a debate at uni. I’m interested in how as OTs
we can work at more of a community level and social prescribing feels like it might
fit here? #OTalk

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
RT @OfficialCAHPR: And #OTalk is also happening right now...

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @DoBeDoBeDo14: @OTalk_ I've worked in an Arts on Prescription service
(probably falls under the umbrella of SP before it was named!) and…

Salford Social Prescribing Hub @SalfordSPx
@AdamJacksonOT @RebeccaCrouch @kayleighwainOT @OTalk_ Definitely
something worth discussing, especially when considering OT and the wider services
a resource. #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@SusanGriffiths5 @sarah_bodell @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Hmm good point!
You've got to get to OT service to get support from OTA... It sounds like we've made
a really complex system with lots of duplicity to navigate + it probably feels like that
for lots of patients, if we can't sum up the differences in a tweet! Opps! 🤔😧
#OTalk

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@sarah_bodell @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ No, I don’t think they are the same
thing. Social prescribing is just one of many tools we use depending on clients’
needs & goals following an OT ax. It would be good for OTs to be leading these
services and providing training and supervision for social prescribers #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @anyadei: @SusanGriffiths5 @sarah_bodell @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Hmm
good point! You've got to get to OT service to get support from OTA.…
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Katie Moffat @Katie_Moffat
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ On my most recent placement I was made aware of the
community services and activity groups that patients could get involved with post-
discharge. All very optional, but difficult to gauge levels of interest of patients due to
diagnosis of dementia. #OTalk

Sarah Bodell @sarah_bodell
@ChrissisOt @anyadei @SusanGriffiths5 @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I’d love to see
teams of OTs and link workers in primary care. Bit like OTs and technicians in social
care maybe? #teamwork #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @SalfordSPx: @AdamJacksonOT @RebeccaCrouch @kayleighwainOT @OTalk_
Definitely something worth discussing, especially when considering OT…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @LauraCoffin_OT: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ As part of a debate at uni. I’m
interested in how as OTs we can work at more of a community leve…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @sarah_bodell @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ No, I don’t think
they are the same thing. Social prescribing is just one of many…

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
And the dual training and HCPC registration #OTalk

Rachael @RachaelD_OT
@ruthotlife @SPOTeurope @OTalk_ @AdamJacksonOT As a profession that is often
neglected or misunderstood, is social prescribing another area in which OTs should
be at the forefront but are perhaps being left behind? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @sarah_bodell: @ChrissisOt @anyadei @SusanGriffiths5 @AdamJacksonOT
@OTalk_ I’d love to see teams of OTs and link workers in primary car…

Sarah Bodell @sarah_bodell
@margaretOT360 Exactly! #otalk

JasminOT @JasminLaffy
@SusanGriffiths5 @anyadei @sarah_bodell @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Here in
Australia we don't have social prescribers. All done by the OT contacting community
organisations #OTalk
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carol duff @carolfish32
@sarah_bodell @SusanGriffiths5 @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I think it’s about how
we work together, social prescribers don’t have skills to do the analysis that OTs do
which makes for successful engagement in meaningful activity. This is definitely
needed for more with complex cases #otalk

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
RT @gscottOTS: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ in every placement experience -
researching local communities and the activities, so when working wit…

Gemma Scott @gemscottOT
@SPOTeurope totally agree!! it's natural to us! #otalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@OTSophie @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Thats a great question to ask for a study!
#OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@sarah_bodell @ChrissisOt @anyadei @SusanGriffiths5 @AdamJacksonOT Maybe
this could be built into reablement? #otalk

Sarah Bodell @sarah_bodell
@OTalk_ @ChrissisOt @anyadei @SusanGriffiths5 @AdamJacksonOT Brilliant idea!
#otalk

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
OTs with GPs than third sector I think #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@LauraCoffin_OT @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I know I might be off topic with this
one... but now more TEDx events are going virtual. So, another way for OT's is to be
bold to step up as licensees for TEDx events! Some licensees are college students, so
it is doable... it's just the matter of how motivated we are! #otalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@Katie_Moffat @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ It’s was fun! It was a challenge for me,
but worth getting a black eye!😂 #OTalk

Student Platform OT @SPOTeurope
#teamOT 😉 #Otalk

Sarah Bodell @sarah_bodell
@OTSophie @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Do it!!!!!! #otalk

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
I think this is a good model #OTAlk
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Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@AdamJacksonOT @SusanGriffiths5 @sarah_bodell @OTalk_ I'm a first year OT MSc
student, so no idea really! 😳 But from patients I have worked with before pre-OT
student days, anecdotally, there seemed to be lots of variation! #OTalk

Kayleigh Wain @kayleighwainOT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ In prev role of OTA we looked at social inclusion.
Difference in just prescribing for needs- in OT we looked at barriers for engagement
/ how will this positively affect them long term/ prep work graded exposure, anxiety
management to not just increase social inclusion #OTalk

Rebecca, Occupational Therapist @RebeccaCrouch
There is a fantastic OT at Homerton Hospital who taught we everything I know
about social prescribing. But I can't remember her twitter handle. She taught me not
to be upset about the arrival of social prescribing (& lack of OT involvement) & to
embrace it instead. #OTalk

Adam Jackson @AdamJacksonOT
Question 3 #OTalk @OTalk_ https://t.co/Z80RAXpDxd

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @kayleighwainOT: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ In prev role of OTA we looked at
social inclusion. Difference in just prescribing for needs- in…

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@ChrissisOt @SusanGriffiths5 @sarah_bodell @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I think
that would be great - lots of other AHPs in roles within Primary Care Networks, so I
hope OTs might be in the mix soon! #OTalk

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
Yes #OTs don’t shout their skills from the rooftops loud enough #OTalk

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
RT @JasminLaffy: @SusanGriffiths5 @anyadei @sarah_bodell @AdamJacksonOT
@OTalk_ Here in Australia we don't have social prescribers. All don…

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
RT @carolfish32: @sarah_bodell @SusanGriffiths5 @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I
think it’s about how we work together, social prescribers don’t ha…

Sarah Bodell @sarah_bodell
@RachaelD_OT @ruthotlife @SPOTeurope @OTalk_ @AdamJacksonOT What do you
think stops from taking a lead? #otalk
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Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Collaboration is key. Maybe somebody who doesn't
have as much interest in research can partner up with somebody who does. Or more
clinician-uni partnerships! #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 3 #otalk

Salford Social Prescribing Hub @SalfordSPx
@SPOTeurope We definitely believe so! It's fantastic and inspiring to see how
different services are taking up measures in order to tailor to the needs of the
public! #OTalk

Laura @LauraCoffin_OT
@margaretOT360 That makes sense. A way perhaps for us to work with people that
we might not normally see? #OTalk

Deb HOME. @debbieduckie
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ #OTalk I don’t think I have! I’m passionate about
Parkrun and c25k programmes and run them in my community but as a volunteer
not professionally

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @SalfordSPx: @SPOTeurope We definitely believe so! It's fantastic and inspiring
to see how different services are taking up measures in…

Sarah Bodell @sarah_bodell
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ We already do. Social prescribers often draw on
occupational science. Some of that research is from OTs #otalk

Student Platform OT @SPOTeurope
@SalfordSPx For sure! #Otalk

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
We already have our evidence base to use, but to be honest cost top trumps
everything 😢#OTalk

Rebecca, Occupational Therapist @RebeccaCrouch
We can't do everything after all! And often our services are over stretched. When I
was working as a community OT, we only had 6 sessions w our service users. We
really had to focus on the basics. Social prescribing can be a v useful adjunct
(provided we know how to refer) #OTalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ By doing an activity analysis of the prescribed activity?
#OTalk
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Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@ChrissisOt @SusanGriffiths5 @sarah_bodell @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I think
that would be great - lots of other AHPs in roles within Primary Care Networks, so I
hope OTs might be in the mix soon! #OTalk 🤞

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@sarah_bodell @RachaelD_OT @ruthotlife @SPOTeurope @OTalk_
@AdamJacksonOT If it's my guess from my experiences as a pioneer of sorts in OT,
venture to roads less traveled can be scary. #otalk

JasminOT @JasminLaffy
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I've referred people to a thing called men's shed quite
often and certain sporting teams or social gatherings. Great way to get some
community involvement and incidental physical exercise for the clients #otalk

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
The funding is available for #OT’s in primary care based in GP practices #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
RT @sarah_bodell: @SusanGriffiths5 @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I agree, and also
think complexity is key. I think our grounding in occupational…

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
RT @kayleighwainOT: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Before getting into OT , I was
shortlisted for SP role. Feels like SPrescribers are seen as “ ch…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RebeccaCrouch: We can't do everything after all! And often our services are
over stretched. When I was working as a community OT, we on…

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
We need much better marketing skills #OTalk

Rebecca, Occupational Therapist @RebeccaCrouch
Erm, we would have to be doing the prescribing and collecting data on the
outcomes? Just a guess here... #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@RebeccaCrouch You are right that we CAN'T do everything. So, I think we should
be strategic on the things that we SHOULD do! #otalk

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
Exactly #otalk

Sarah Bodell @sarah_bodell
@anyadei @ChrissisOt @SusanGriffiths5 @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ @theRCOT are
doing some great work around this, and have made good progress #otalk
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Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@kayleighwainOT @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I agree, so well put! Getting more
people involved in OT has to be positive, although I acknowledge that sometimes it
feels like we are competing for limited funding, but we need to keep the
complimentary approach in mind! #OTalk

Salford Social Prescribing Hub @SalfordSPx
@OTSophie @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ There are a lot of services that have worked
with different title roles- we have come across people referring to themselves as
social prescribers, link workers, community navigators, community connectors etc.
All working towards a unified goal! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@AdamJacksonOT @anyadei @sarah_bodell @SusanGriffiths5 I certainly look at
leisure in my job #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @SalfordSPx: @OTSophie @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ There are a lot of services
that have worked with different title roles- we have come acro…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @anyadei: @kayleighwainOT @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I agree, so well put!
Getting more people involved in OT has to be positive, although I…

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
Being a pioneer can also be exciting and great fun #virtualplacement
@GeorgiaVineOT

Rachael @RachaelD_OT
@sarah_bodell @ruthotlife @SPOTeurope @OTalk_ @AdamJacksonOT I think there
is a lot about OT as a profession that is considered to be unknown (eg. not many
people know what an OT can do) and from my experience, we tend to be pin-holed
by other professions. Thus, we are not always taken seriously when trying to lead
#OTalk

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
RT @JasminLaffy: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I've referred people to a thing called
men's shed quite often and certain sporting teams or social…

Catherine McNulty @cathymc9781
@OTalk_ #OTalk numerous perspectives though I am not an expert on social
prescribing I should think the overlap is substantial

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @sarah_bodell @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ No, I don’t think
they are the same thing. Social prescribing is just one of many…
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Deb HOME. @debbieduckie
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Using publications to report projects? #otalk

Rebecca, Occupational Therapist @RebeccaCrouch
@sarah_bodell @RachaelD_OT @ruthotlife @SPOTeurope @OTalk_
@AdamJacksonOT Resources. Prescribing activities would be lovely. But when a
patient needs a chair, a bed, rehab, leisure and community based activities can be
left behind. #OTalk

Adam Jackson @AdamJacksonOT
RT @RachaelD_OT: @ruthotlife @SPOTeurope @OTalk_ @AdamJacksonOT As a
profession that is often neglected or misunderstood, is social prescri…

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@SusanGriffiths5 @sarah_bodell @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I agree - lots of
brilliant points in your tweet! Thank you! #OTalk

Angie Hodgson @AngieHodgson2
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ #OTalk I think the difficulty is isolating the impact of the
social distancing as discrete to any other interventions that we are completing. Does
anyone know of any good outcome measures which could be used?

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
100% the challenge has been in recording maintaining and preventing deterioration
#OTalk

Katie Moffat @Katie_Moffat
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Keeping track of recommended activities. We may offer
a variety of schemes, but which ones are actually chosen by the client and why, why
not the others. What is it about certain social prescribing schemes that is more
attractive than others? #OTalk

Student Platform OT @SPOTeurope
@RebeccaCrouch Maybe more OT's to publish :) #Otalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Not that I can think of #OTalk

Rebecca, Occupational Therapist @RebeccaCrouch
@BillWongOT And allow the service user to prioritise their goals. If one of those
goals is community based activities, great! But if it's rehab, we need to prioritise that.
#OTalk
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Gemma Scott @gemscottOT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ some #rcot policies such as #gettingmylifeback uses
examples of social prescribing within OT interventions, there is a wonderful eg.
regarding parkrun, we need to be more involved in showcasing what we can do and
add to social prescribing as its taking off, it's core OT #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Katie_Moffat: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Keeping track of recommended
activities. We may offer a variety of schemes, but which ones are act…

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@RebeccaCrouch wise words! #OTalk

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
RT @RachaelD_OT: @sarah_bodell @ruthotlife @SPOTeurope @OTalk_
@AdamJacksonOT I think there is a lot about OT as a profession that is consi…

Deb HOME. @debbieduckie
@margaretOT360 #OTalk agreed! We need a celebrity OT on This Morning.

#OTalk @OTalk_
@debbieduckie @margaretOT360 We do!! #otalk

Laura @LauraCoffin_OT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Outcome measures could be useful area perhaps? We
are experts in understanding the impact of meaningful occupation #OTalk

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
RT @gscottOTS: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ some #rcot policies such as
#gettingmylifeback uses examples of social prescribing within OT interven…

Adam Jackson @AdamJacksonOT
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @sarah_bodell @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ No, I don’t think
they are the same thing. Social prescribing is just one of many…

Catherine McNulty @cathymc9781
forgot #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@margaretOT360 @GeorgiaVineOT true- I think my experiences as a pioneer has
been fun and exciting. Now for some of the things... who is/are going to take the
baton from me? #otalk https://t.co/dcOQQS8GHu
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Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@AdamJacksonOT @sarah_bodell @SusanGriffiths5 @OTalk_ I guess complexity is
becoming much more common nowadays... 🤔 but there is a spectrum of
complexity...? #OTalk

Student Platform OT @SPOTeurope
We so do!! We need to shout loud and proud #Otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @cathymc9781: forgot #OTalk

Salford Social Prescribing Hub @SalfordSPx
@AdamJacksonOT @sarah_bodell @OTalk_ Could it be a case that they are not
looking in the right place for the literature? Social prescribing is not a new concept-
and as Sarah said, some of it stems from Occupational science. Is it being
overlooked as means to make it seem more contemporary to the public eye? #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@sarah_bodell @ChrissisOt @SusanGriffiths5 @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_
@theRCOT Oh thats fab to hear! : ) #OTalk

Sarah Bodell @sarah_bodell
@LauraCoffin_OT @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Really agree with this. Would love to
see occupation focused outcome measures embedded in social prescribing services
#otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@ruthotlife @sarah_bodell @RachaelD_OT @SPOTeurope @OTalk_
@AdamJacksonOT @otalk I have seen that scary part. I still have many OT's saying
to me that curating TEDx events is ludicrous after last year, even though it is a
proactive way for us to share #valueofot #otalk!

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RebeccaCrouch: @BillWongOT And allow the service user to prioritise their
goals. If one of those goals is community based activities, g…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @sarah_bodell: @LauraCoffin_OT @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Really agree with
this. Would love to see occupation focused outcome measures embe…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @LauraCoffin_OT: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Outcome measures could be
useful area perhaps? We are experts in understanding the impact of mea…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @debbieduckie: @margaretOT360 #OTalk agreed! We need a celebrity OT on
This Morning.
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Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@debbieduckie @margaretOT360 haha- I am in the wrong country then! #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @gscottOTS: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ some #rcot policies such as
#gettingmylifeback uses examples of social prescribing within OT interven…

SueOT(ret)@T2O🇪🇺💩🐐💚� @therapy2optimum
@SusanGriffiths5 @OTalk_ @sarah_bodell @AdamJacksonOT I'm inclined to agree.
Often the GP is moving someone with complex needs from their surgery into a
service who often have no concept of how to manage the complexity. #OTalk!!!

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
Me too! It’s the only way forward #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@debbieduckie @margaretOT360 Maybe you need to kidnap me and make me
practice in the UK. #otalk

Adam Jackson @AdamJacksonOT
Question 4 A lot of interesting points.. so following on from that... #OTalk @OTalk_
https://t.co/VA89CC8uWt

Salford Social Prescribing Hub @SalfordSPx
@AngieHodgson2 @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ #OTalk definitely an area that needs
to be looked into- COVID-19's effect will likely have a long lasting impact to create a
"new normal" and will change how interventions are viewed.

Rebecca, Occupational Therapist @RebeccaCrouch
@sarah_bodell @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I did not know that. Great to hear OT
research is being used to inform social prescribing practice. #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @sarah_bodell: @LauraCoffin_OT @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Really agree with
this. Would love to see occupation focused outcome measures embe…

Adam Jackson @AdamJacksonOT
RT @therapy2optimum: @SusanGriffiths5 @OTalk_ @sarah_bodell
@AdamJacksonOT I'm inclined to agree. Often the GP is moving someone with
compl…

Student Platform OT @SPOTeurope
@debbieduckie @OTalk_ @margaretOT360 @thismorning We know a lot of
students / Occupational Therapists that would love to share this not just nationally,
but internationally! #Otalk
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Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@AngieHodgson2 @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I can't find the link now but I know
@bevtayloryork and her @Pers_Care team were creating a common outcome
framework for social prescribing, following the long term plan last year... +
@SocialPrescrib2 had a useful outcome paper I think? Sorry, not on laptop this
evening! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 4 #otalk

Rachel Jones @DoBeDoBeDo14
@SalfordSPx @AdamJacksonOT @sarah_bodell @OTalk_ Absolutely- as a term,
social prescribing brings together lots of things that have been happening for years
eg GP referrals to arts and exercise so looking at research on individual activities
might be a fruitful avenue #otalk

Sarah Bodell @sarah_bodell
@AngieHodgson2 @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Would we be best measuring the
outcome, or evaluating the different routes to getting there? #otalk?

Student Platform OT @SPOTeurope
@OTalk_ @debbieduckie @margaretOT360 Agreed - it would be amazing! #Otalk

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
@theRCOT are doing a lot to promote the professional and it’s role in GP practices
#OTalk

JasminOT @JasminLaffy
@RachaelD_OT @ruthotlife @SPOTeurope @OTalk_ @AdamJacksonOT I think we
need to explain our role to GPs better. I've explained what I do to a few GPs and
they had no idea and were very excited to refer. A lot just think of hospital OTs
#otalk

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@margaretOT360 I completely agree. This keep cropping up but how do we go
about doing this? We need less talk and more action #OTalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Evidence based practice #OTalk

Katie Moffat @Katie_Moffat
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I'd also say theres a point where we as OTs need to
shout louder about our skills and profession- as has been said, social prescribing is
not a new concept and stems from OT values, we can contribute so much if we truly
own our skills! #OTalk
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Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@margaretOT360 And what I have done in the TED world essentially is my
interpretation of how my late mentor, Terry Olivas De La O, did while she was alive,
as she was well connected outside of OT too in local community. #otalk

Gemma Scott @gemscottOT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ as students we visited the scottishparliament and liased
the @RCOT_PolicySco officer about how #ots can get involved, influence and
support policy at national level - few weeks later in social prescribing debate a #ot
definition for SP was used by one of the ministers! #otalk 1/2

SueOT(ret)@T2O🇪🇺💩🐐💚� @therapy2optimum
@OTalk_ Make friends with your #CCG! #OTalk

Rebecca, Occupational Therapist @RebeccaCrouch
@OTalk_ @AdamJacksonOT @anyadei @sarah_bodell @SusanGriffiths5 So do I, but
it's not always been the case. As a rotational OT I've worked in lots of different
services & leisure is not always prioritised: A) by the service (because of resources),
or B) by the service user (out of choice). #OTalk

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
RT @SPOTeurope: @OTalk_ @debbieduckie @margaretOT360 Agreed - it would be
amazing! #Otalk

Rachel Jones @DoBeDoBeDo14
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ For me, collaboration between sectors and fields of
work. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@ruthotlife @sarah_bodell @RachaelD_OT @SPOTeurope @OTalk_
@AdamJacksonOT @otalk Yes- many OT's like to speak, but not too many will
consider organize/curate! #otalk

Sarah Bodell @sarah_bodell
@SusanGriffiths5 @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Yep. I know several who are, and I’m
involved in training social prescribers via @SalfordSPx I wonder using the term social
prescribing and occupational therapy synonymously or interchangeably complicates
matters. To me, they are very not the same 😀 #otalk

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ This is our issue! Our voice is not loud enough so we
need to figure out a way of marketing ourselves #OTalk

Gemma Scott @gemscottOT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ @RCOT_PolicySco we need to know be shy about what
we do, and use evidence based practice and core, adaptable communication skills to
be involved #otalk 2/2
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Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
Yes it goes back to selling ourselves, placements, and the evidence base #OTalk

Student Platform OT @SPOTeurope
Educate more people around what we do - starting right from school aged children
ready to start their career. We should be a profession that is advertised as much as
nursing and other professionals as career choices and clinicians of the NHS and
beyond! #Otalk

Adam Jackson @AdamJacksonOT
How do OTs out there feel about creating and completing formal research into SP

Deb HOME. @debbieduckie
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ OTalk confidence in our role, abilities and knowledge.
Putting ourselves forward onto committees, working with RCOT, AHP groups, all
parliamentary working groups. Stand up and testify! #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@debbieduckie @margaretOT360 I don't know when the next time I will come to UK
yet. But, I know I will make an appearance to COTEC-ENOTHE if travel restrictions are
lifted. #otalk

Salford Social Prescribing Hub @SalfordSPx
@AdamJacksonOT @sarah_bodell @OTalk_ Interesting thought, my thoughts are is
it lacking acknowledgement of Occupational Science and OT, or is it a lack of
understanding of it? Working within a specific area doesn't always boost
understanding of the intricate sciences that underpin a concept #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@margaretOT360 I think more OT's need to take a page from my book! Maybe
accounts like mine need to be the norm- as I am not only broadly connected within
OT, but I also try to connect with certain influencers outside of it too! #otalk

Rachael @RachaelD_OT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ We need a stronger presence and to challenge the pre-
conceived ideas that many have about OT. We are often seen as discharge
facilitators, people that run groups or equipment givers. But, we are so much more!
But if that’s what we are thought to be, it’s hard to be heard #OTalk

ChrissiS-OT @ChrissisOt
@GeorgiaVineOT @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ How often do OT's publish outside of
OT-specific publications? Maybe OT's need to consider publishing more often in
general 'medical' journals - but without losing focus on occupation! #OTalk
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RuthC @ruthotlife
@otalk I agree that most GP do not know what we do. My own GP has no idea what
we do in mental health! Also GP, not all can be very hard to engage - in my previous
role we tried numerous times to engage with GO and got no take up

Dr.Hadeel Bakhsh @HadeelBakhsh_OT
This goes to my students who are soon going to be graduate :)

SueOT(ret)@T2O🇪🇺💩🐐💚� @therapy2optimum
@margaretOT360 #OTalk. Being an aged OT, this was a pretty close approximation
to my training. Treatment thru activity. Over the years subtle changes have
occurred...

Adam Jackson @AdamJacksonOT
RT @ChrissisOt: @GeorgiaVineOT @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ How often do OT's
publish outside of OT-specific publications? Maybe OT's need to con…

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
It’s just not a strength we seem to have as a collective, and this has to change. Doing
more presentations, debates etc? A whole #otalk in itself 😊

Gemma Scott @gemscottOT
@AdamJacksonOT this is a passionate subject for me! (can you tell?!) I would love to
get involved in research regarding the contribution of #occupationaltherapy in
taking social prescribing forward #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@RachaelD_OT @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ In the TED world, I am trying. But, I can't
do this alone! That was why my previous comment about OT's should step up as
TEDx event curators/organizers! #otalk

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
RT @Katie_Moffat: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I'd also say theres a point where we
as OTs need to shout louder about our skills and profession-…

Rebecca, Occupational Therapist @RebeccaCrouch
Again, going out on a limb here... By encouraging our professional body to be
involved at a policy level. That's what we pay them to do... advocate for the
profession & make our voices & profession heard. @theRCOT #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I think there is lots of training being provided for link
workers, and I wonder if OTs are the ideal people to help deliver that? #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @gscottOTS: @AdamJacksonOT this is a passionate subject for me! (can you
tell?!) I would love to get involved in research regarding the…
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Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @sarah_bodell: @SusanGriffiths5 @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Yep. I know several
who are, and I’m involved in training social prescribers via…

Laura @LauraCoffin_OT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ We should be pushy! Perhaps not our most natural
instinct as OTs :) #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @DoBeDoBeDo14: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ For me, collaboration between
sectors and fields of work. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RebeccaCrouch: @OTalk_ @AdamJacksonOT @anyadei @sarah_bodell
@SusanGriffiths5 So do I, but it's not always been the case. As a rotation…

Dr.Hadeel Bakhsh @HadeelBakhsh_OT
RT @OTalk_: Join the conversation: Social Prescribing and the future of Occupational
Therapy. Tonight (Tuesday) at 8pm on Twitter using th…

Angie Hodgson @AngieHodgson2
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ #OTalk using their language and their policy words
when we're talking about what we're doing so that they can clearly see where we fit.
We also need to shout more about what we do and the value we add (for this and
OT in general)

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @AngieHodgson2: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ #OTalk using their language and
their policy words when we're talking about what we're doing so t…

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
RT @gscottOTS: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ as students we visited the
scottishparliament and liased the @RCOT_PolicySco officer about how #ots c…

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Good question I need to think! #OTalk

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
Very good point, and arrange placements in GP practices, free service and
knowledge enhancing for the service #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@AngieHodgson2 @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I think this needs to be broader,
especially in areas we feel we lack presence! #otalk

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@margaretOT360 Definitely a good topic for #OTalk
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SueOT(ret)@T2O🇪🇺💩🐐💚� @therapy2optimum
@SusanGriffiths5 @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ #OTalk. Our voice has increased thru
@theRCOT over the years. It remains an issue of a clear definition of our role: IMHO.
We need to talk louder at a local level, but in unison.

Student Platform OT @SPOTeurope
@Sallysmustang @SalfordSPx @AngieHodgson2 @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_
@sarah_bodell Agreed - I know someone that was thinking about basing their thesis
on this! #Otalk

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
No very different roles, and we shouldn’t confuse the two #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@LauraCoffin_OT @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I will also add... we not only need to
understand the lay of the land in some arenas, but we should also immerse in then
and then educate on what adjustments the greater OT profession needs to make.
#otalk

Katie Moffat @Katie_Moffat
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Confidence and coherence in our role. On explaining
our role I think it's so important that we say what OT is, not what it is not. To be able
to define our skills and role without referencing other professions for better client
understanding. #OTalk

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ This is our issue! Our voice is not
loud enough so we need to figure out a way of marketing our…

Sarah Bodell @sarah_bodell
Did you know that the Head of Personalised Care in NHS England is an OT?
@nicolagitsham is super supportive of our contribution, alongside others #otalk

Salford Social Prescribing Hub @SalfordSPx
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ There are OT's that do work towards supporting at a
practice and policy level. Given that we don't have exclusivity on Occupational
Science, surely we have a obligation to support and share the knowledge and skill
set that we do have. #OTalk

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
RT @SPOTeurope: Educate more people around what we do - starting right from
school aged children ready to start their career. We should be…

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
RT @debbieduckie: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ OTalk confidence in our role,
abilities and knowledge. Putting ourselves forward onto committees,…
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Salford Social Prescribing Hub @SalfordSPx
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ An interesting need further discussing this for those
interested. https://t.co/2NjiJDdlRz #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@smileyfacehalo @margaretOT360 yes... we need to stop making excuses of, "Crap!
this is getting too big." Instead, we should think, "How do we adapt if things are
taking off, especially if we have NO minions to assist us?" #otalk

Gemma Scott @gemscottOT
@debbieduckie @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ 🙌🙌🙌 totally agree! i hate
shortening to OT even in academic assignments to save word - it's always
occupational therapist to me! #OTalk

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
RT @RachaelD_OT: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ We need a stronger presence and to
challenge the pre-conceived ideas that many have about OT. We ar…

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
RT @ChrissisOt: @GeorgiaVineOT @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ How often do OT's
publish outside of OT-specific publications? Maybe OT's need to con…

RuthC @ruthotlife
@otalk I used to refer an escort patients to activities also. Sadly the focus has
completely shifted to discharge planning. Wards will not pay for the taxi or staff to
support patients to get there & communities do not have enough support workers

JasminOT @JasminLaffy
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ By having a really good definition on hand and
explaining it to our clients. I've had so many clients that have seen an OT in the past
and haven't realised or were never told what we can do. #otalk

Salford Social Prescribing Hub @SalfordSPx
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Also the RCOT have also made several statements and
examples of how they have supported the move to Social Prescribing
@PublicAffRCOT #OTalk

Rebecca, Occupational Therapist @RebeccaCrouch
@margaretOT360 Maybe as an emerging practice placement? #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Really interesting question @AdamJacksonOT and something I was going to pick up
in the postponed Casson Memorial Lecture 🤔 #OTalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@smileyfacehalo @ChrissisOt @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Maybe they’d need to
gradually build this up like first start with blogging and then once their name is out
their increase the level of robustness? I can't think of the word #OTalk
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Student Platform OT @SPOTeurope
This is worth knowing and very interesting! #Otalk

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
RT @AngieHodgson2: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ #OTalk using their language and
their policy words when we're talking about what we're doing so t…

Salford Social Prescribing Hub @SalfordSPx
@smileyfacehalo @LauraCoffin_OT @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Definitely and
advocate of the term influence! #OTalk

Angie Hodgson @AngieHodgson2
@sarah_bodell @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ #OTalk maybe we need both. If we were
able to see what delivered the best outcomes and at what costs and benefits we
would be able to make more informed decisions

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@therapy2optimum @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ @theRCOT My issue is that it has
taken ‘years’ to increase our voice but it is still no where near anything like the
voices for other professions. Confusion around our roles may be contributing to this
but how do we change this when our roles varies so much? #OTalk

Sam Pywell @smileyfacehalo
RT @SalfordSPx: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Also the RCOT have also made several
statements and examples of how they have supported the move to…

Catherine McNulty @cathymc9781
@OTalk_ #OTalk the philosophy of occupation has much to offer national political
perspective @ElizabethCasso1 & Octavia Hill being prime example re benefits of
occupation & benefits 4 society C also work of Ann Wilcock

Ellie � @EllieRosslyn_
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Oops for the #OTalk

JasminOT @JasminLaffy
@OTalk_ Definitely! Here is Aus there is recently a lot more government funding for
OT services in the community. It's allowing the OT role to seen by a larger audience
#otalk

Laura @LauraCoffin_OT
@RachaelD_OT @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I'm still a student and I appreciate that
the reality of practice is different but I can't wait to challenge these preconceptions.
OT is so much more! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@LauraCoffin_OT @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I am on the pushy side. I think
sometimes people think I am TOO pushy! #otalk
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Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @LauraCoffin_OT: @RachaelD_OT @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I'm still a student
and I appreciate that the reality of practice is different but…

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
Lots of SHOUTING for #OT tonight #OTalk https://t.co/57P9OYtPVg

Gemma Scott @gemscottOT
@debbieduckie @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ totally agree, i cannot wait to be a
qualified occupational therapist :) #OTalk

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
RT @Katie_Moffat: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Confidence and coherence in our
role. On explaining our role I think it's so important that we say…

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
RT @sarah_bodell: Did you know that the Head of Personalised Care in NHS England
is an OT? @nicolagitsham is super supportive of our contri…

#OTalk @OTalk_
#Otalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@SalfordSPx @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ @PublicAffRCOT I was impressed with
RCOT SP resources when I looked into it for National Social Prescribing Day in March
to prepare a stand at uni (https://t.co/6LxiJgOMMa), but the RCOT did no social
media activity on the day... the OT/SP story is there to shout about! #OTalk

Salford Social Prescribing Hub @SalfordSPx
@anyadei @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Some of the work we have been doing with
Link workers have been developed and delivered by our core OT team working at
the university. They certainly do enjoy incorporating the occupational science within
their understanding and within their role #OTalk

C o d y 's Thermos⚾  and Co. @news2dayohboy
RT @sarah_bodell: Did you know that the Head of Personalised Care in NHS England
is an OT? @nicolagitsham is super supportive of our contri…

Adam Jackson @AdamJacksonOT
Thanks so much guys so far, final question! Question 5 #OTalk @OTalk_
https://t.co/UlKcdG5ujo

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Sallysmustang @RachaelD_OT @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ we have more and
more as speakers (I think we have more than PT or SLP), but the curating space is
where we lack presence. #otalk
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Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
RT @gscottOTS: @debbieduckie @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ 🙌🙌🙌 totally agree!
i hate shortening to OT even in academic assignments to save word -…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @JasminLaffy: @OTalk_ Definitely! Here is Aus there is recently a lot more
government funding for OT services in the community. It's all…

Sam Pywell @smileyfacehalo
RT @anyadei: @SalfordSPx @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ @PublicAffRCOT I was
impressed with RCOT SP resources when I looked into it for National So…

Student Platform OT @SPOTeurope
@anyadei @SalfordSPx @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ @PublicAffRCOT We love this!
Well done #OTalk

Ellie Bamber @EllietheOT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I did a job working for the DWP looking at working with
local organisations to support young people to access the activities to help them
become more ‘work ready’ #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I think this depends on how well we market ourselves!
#otalk

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
I know, but it’s not always practical, it’s human nature to abbreviate and shorten
everything #OTalk

Deb HOME. @debbieduckie
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ FYI I love policy #OTalk it’s foundation for practice.
Imperative we are involved especially in my non traditional role. I’m the only
qualified in my team and my skills really do keep the person and their occupations
at the centre.

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
RT @JasminLaffy: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ By having a really good definition on
hand and explaining it to our clients. I've had so many clien…

Ellie Bamber @EllietheOT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I am also starting a OT led swimming session which I
hope will become an activity that could be prescribed #OTalk

Rachel Jones @DoBeDoBeDo14
@Katie_Moffat @gscottOTS @debbieduckie @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ ooh, i'm
the opposite- I find people automatically think 'employment' when I say
occupational therapist so I start with OT and then explain! #OTalk
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Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
Yes there is useful info #OTalk @theRCOT

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@sarah_bodell @nicolagitsham No and it is great to hear this but it make me ask
the question why don’t we know? #OTalk

Adam Jackson @AdamJacksonOT
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @therapy2optimum @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ @theRCOT
My issue is that it has taken ‘years’ to increase our voice but it is…

Gemma Scott @gemscottOT
@AdamJacksonOT so interesting, would be keen to read once you're done! I
completed a seminar at uni for public health module, was occupational therapy and
social prescribing - so so interesting #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Hmm great question! I think it depends on our
collective mindset, willingness to shine light on unique OT skills, collaborate where
we've got shared skills + embrace the unique skills of other roles such as link
workers! Easier said than done... but it could be amazing! #OTalk

Salford Social Prescribing Hub @SalfordSPx
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ That is certainly the feelings some OT's have
established- given that we know the stem of this issue, what could we do as a
profession to improve this whilst also making a positive contribution to those
external agencies? #OTalk

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
We are always trying, challenging place to get into... #otalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
We also need to reflect where as occupational therapists we can also influence
policy. It is definitely possible using @scotgov #Neurological Framework as an
example #OTalk

RuthC @ruthotlife
@otalk get into senior leadership posts, getting to influencing positions, ensure
where represented at the management level to take part in discussions 2 ensure
balanced OT perspective is heard - we had no managerial representation for years
so could not be heard

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@SalfordSPx @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Ahh, thats really great to hear! #OTalk
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Deb HOME. @debbieduckie
@margaretOT360 #OTalk if you’re in an environment where your role is understood
and not contested it’s probably less important. 😊

Laura @LauraCoffin_OT
@gscottOTS @AdamJacksonOT Currently looking at social prescribing as the focus
of a contemporary topic assignment. Will follow you both :) #OTalk

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
Stick to our core skills and abilities and promote them #OTalk

Sarah Bodell @sarah_bodell
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ The research? It might put us out of a job, it might say
we are more cost effective than others, that we add value but aren’t cost effective,
that link workers have it wrapped up. I’d love the know what it would say, we could
let go of “I think” and start with “I know” #otalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ New areas for role-emerging roles #OTalk

Ellie Bamber @EllietheOT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Being really clear in what your doing and finding the
right people to network and talk to. Networking and advocating #OTalk

Catherine McNulty @cathymc9781
@sarah_bodell @nicolagitsham #OTalk great to know this ... occupational therapists
in leadership roles in society - much needed as this brings another perspective to
problem-solving re-enabling a fairer society for all

Deb HOME. @debbieduckie
@DoBeDoBeDo14 @Katie_Moffat @gscottOTS @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Is that
contextual? #otalk

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I would love for OTs to be seen as world leaders on this
but it depends on how we market ourselves #OTalk

Student Platform OT @SPOTeurope
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ It would make us more established and recognised for
sure! #Otalk

Katie Moffat @Katie_Moffat
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I'd say the impact will depend on how we move along
with it. It's a process that we could be guiding and helping to implement with our
collective skills. There would be a real opportunity for all others to embrace and
recognise our profession! #OTalk
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JasminOT @JasminLaffy
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ This is happening in Aus right now. Our NDIS is
government funding to allow people to do what they want. Most people receiving
funding have an OT! #otalk

Sarah Bodell @sarah_bodell
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ For me, this is the biggest opportunity we have had in
my career (qualified in 1991!). When have we ever heard what you do, day to day,
being given such a massive platform? #otalk

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
RT @LauraCoffin_OT: @RachaelD_OT @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I'm still a student
and I appreciate that the reality of practice is different but…

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@margaretOT360 Especially when you think outside of the box like
@margaretOT360 😂 #OTalk

RuthC @ruthotlife
@otalk we have to be careful not to be box into discharge planning only. We have a
rainbow of a toolkit covering all aspects as we need. Louder voice research and
strong leaders - also higher media exposure we all know what a nurse or a physio is

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @sarah_bodell: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ For me, this is the biggest
opportunity we have had in my career (qualified in 1991!). When have w…

Opportune-OT @Opportune_OT
@anyadei @SalfordSPx @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ @PublicAffRCOT Love it! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @JasminLaffy: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ This is happening in Aus right now.
Our NDIS is government funding to allow people to do what they…

ChrissiS-OT @ChrissisOt
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Hopefully will allow OT to become more understood
and the importance recognised. As the healthcare system moves towards holistic
well-being our point of view and language should become much more common and
understood #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Katie_Moffat: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I'd say the impact will depend on
how we move along with it. It's a process that we could be guidi…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I would love for OTs to be seen as
world leaders on this but it depends on how we market oursel…
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#OTalk @OTalk_
@AdamJacksonOT thanks for being an excellent host this evening #Otalk really
good discussion

Salford Social Prescribing Hub @SalfordSPx
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ That very much depends on how Occupational Therapy
as a profession chooses to move forward. Its certainly a divisive subject for
practitioners and the support (or lack thereof) might greatly influence the impact
#OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@SusanGriffiths5 @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I am sure trying! So at least I should
not be faulted if we fall short! #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @GeorgiaVineOT: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ New areas for role-emerging roles
#OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @sarah_bodell: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ The research? It might put us out of
a job, it might say we are more cost effective than others, t…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @LauraCoffin_OT: @gscottOTS @AdamJacksonOT Currently looking at social
prescribing as the focus of a contemporary topic assignment. Will…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @debbieduckie: @margaretOT360 #OTalk if you’re in an environment where your
role is understood and not contested it’s probably less impo…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @gscottOTS: @AdamJacksonOT so interesting, would be keen to read once
you're done! I completed a seminar at uni for public health module…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @EllieOTforKids: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I am also starting a OT led
swimming session which I hope will become an activity that could be…

Adam Jackson @AdamJacksonOT
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I would love for OTs to be seen as
world leaders on this but it depends on how we market oursel…

Ellie Bamber @EllietheOT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ We need to become better at marketing our skills and
advocating for OT. I think that’s one of the biggest challenges in our profession
#OTalk
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Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@EllieOTforKids @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I heard of karate and tai-kwon-do too.
#otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @EllieOTforKids: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ We need to become better at
marketing our skills and advocating for OT. I think that’s one of th…

Laura @LauraCoffin_OT
@sarah_bodell @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I agree! To me it seems that social
prescribing is such an opportunity for us to really demonstrate the value of OT
#OTalk

Student Platform OT @SPOTeurope
@OTalk_ @AdamJacksonOT Thank you @AdamJacksonOT - we loved the discussion!
#OTalk

JasminOT @JasminLaffy
@ruthotlife @otalk I've seen GPs that did not know OTs worked in mental health at
all. We need to market to other professionals not just the public #otalk

Rebecca, Occupational Therapist @RebeccaCrouch
It will raise awareness of our core principles (access to & participation in balanced
meaningful activities can lead to improved wellbeing & health outcomes) as >
people are referred to SP services. Hopefully, we will also see more OTs in primary
care & involved in policy #OTalk

Rachel Jones @DoBeDoBeDo14
@debbieduckie @Katie_Moffat @gscottOTS @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ #Otalk
forgot the hashtag!

Ellie Bamber @EllietheOT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ With in the DWP I had links with the policy makers and
the owl directly linked with the policy makers. #OTalk

SueOT(ret)@T2O🇪🇺💩🐐💚� @therapy2optimum
@SusanGriffiths5 @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ @theRCOT #OTalk Yes, it's a dilemma.
Is it that we do have a loud voice but not a clear message? There are so many
advocates for/of #OT but maybe we also dilute the message?

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@EllieOTforKids @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I think we don't need to master every
social media platform. But we should master platforms that provide us the most
efficient reach, as well as what are just right challenge of our capabilities. I don't do
anything live because I don't want to make a zillion takes! #otalk

Deb HOME. @debbieduckie
@DoBeDoBeDo14 @Katie_Moffat @gscottOTS @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ See!!!!
#OTalk
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Adam Jackson @AdamJacksonOT
RT @LauraCoffin_OT: @sarah_bodell @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I agree! To me it
seems that social prescribing is such an opportunity for us to r…

Rachel Jones @DoBeDoBeDo14
@debbieduckie @Katie_Moffat @gscottOTS @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ the irony!
#OTalk (remembered that time!)

Gemma Scott @gemscottOT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ this is an ideal place for occupational therapy practice
to be, it's inherent to out nature, our philosophy and we need to hit the ground
running and put our selves forward for how we have the skills that can lead the way
in public health #otalk

RuthC @ruthotlife
@otalk I am evangelical about educating other professions about what we can do.
This in this includes GP trainees, junior doctors and registrar's to- they are always
surprised and do not get trained about what we do on their courses! They love OT
by the time I have finished

Ellie Bamber @EllietheOT
@BillWongOT @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ It’s not just social media we just need to
be better at marketing in general #OTalk

Dee @OTinretirement
RT @cathymc9781: @OTalk_ #OTalk the philosophy of occupation has much to offer
national political perspective @ElizabethCasso1 & Octavia Hi…

Sarah Bodell @sarah_bodell
@OTalk_ @AdamJacksonOT It’s been brilliant. Thanks @AdamJacksonOT #otalk

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
Excellent #otalk and well facilitated @AdamJacksonOT with brilliant graphics 😊

Rebecca, Occupational Therapist @RebeccaCrouch
@JasminLaffy @ruthotlife @otalk Apparently training GPs are easy to access via
CPD. I wonder if approaching GP governing / educational bodies & requesting /
volunteering to provide CPD opportunities might be a way in to educate them about
this basic knowledge. #OTalk

Adam Jackson @AdamJacksonOT
yes.

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@therapy2optimum @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ @theRCOT I definitely think as OTs
we dilute our messages and we need to STOP doing this #OTalk
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Deb HOME. @debbieduckie
@RebeccaCrouch @JasminLaffy @ruthotlife @otalk #OTalk keep talking ...

JasminOT @JasminLaffy
@OTalk_ @AdamJacksonOT Thank you for hosting! #otalk

Rachel Jones @DoBeDoBeDo14
@OTalk_ @AdamJacksonOT Thanks @AdamJacksonOT Great #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Completely agree, and more than happy to support with some of that nudging!
#OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
Thank you @AdamJacksonOT and the @OTalk_ team for another brilliant #otalk -
these and the weekly sessions with @SPOTeurope are massively helping me keep
motivated with my online OT studies through lockdown! 💚

Deb HOME. @debbieduckie
@OTalk_ @AdamJacksonOT #OTalk loved it!

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@EllieOTforKids @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ But I also think we need to be careful
about where our businesses maybe displayed. What if your business is on Yelp and
you are oblivious to negative reviews? #otalk

Dee @OTinretirement
RT @sarah_bodell: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ The research? It might put us out of
a job, it might say we are more cost effective than others, t…

Rebecca, Occupational Therapist @RebeccaCrouch
@OTalk_ @AdamJacksonOT Cheers Adam! Great work tonight. #OTalk

Ellie Bamber @EllietheOT
@OTalk_ I find that if you find someone who actually knows what an OT does you
get a great response. You just need to find the people that know or are willing to
listen and learn #OTalk

SueOT(ret)@T2O🇪🇺💩🐐💚� @therapy2optimum
@SusanGriffiths5 @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ @theRCOT #OTalk Should we divide
the profession into MH practitioners & Physical #OTs? Would this bring clarity?
There are so many diverse OT roles. We defy description?

Dee @OTinretirement
And we should grasp that opportunity! Well said @sarah_bodell #otalk
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Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@OTalk_ @AdamJacksonOT Great talk! I was initially just going to lurk but could not
help myself and join in with this discussion. Well done Adam🙌 #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@EllieOTforKids @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I am saying that because I see some
nursing homes in my local area got some low ratings on Yelp. This can impact
marketing on that aspect. #otalk

JasminOT @JasminLaffy
@RebeccaCrouch @ruthotlife @otalk That's a great idea! I used to work at a GP
practice. Other professions (and lots of drug reps) would book lunches to talk and
educate GPs. Never did I see an OT do it. #otalk

Angie Hodgson @AngieHodgson2
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ #OTalk It would be nice to see it as an opportunity to
have additional resources to work with & spread the word about what OT does and
the value we add. Ultimately we should be aiming to improve the lives of our
patients / clients and any help towards that will hopefully be good

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@therapy2optimum @SusanGriffiths5 @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ @theRCOT then I
think we should further divide ourselves according to various settings, just likes
MD's do. #otalk

Adam Jackson @AdamJacksonOT
Well guys n gals, all I can say is thank you! It's be a wild one (and I'm sure it will keep
on going for a while longer) But thank you for your input, I'm off to continue my
final uni piece on Social Prescribing after feeling spurred on :D Take care, stay safe
#OTalk @OTalk_

SueOT(ret)@T2O🇪🇺💩🐐💚� @therapy2optimum
@BillWongOT @SusanGriffiths5 @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ @theRCOT #OTalk
radical solution!

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@therapy2optimum @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ @theRCOT I don’t think we defy
description. I think we are guilty of complicating what we do by describing our
individual roles in our current OT jobs when maybe we should be describing the
core OT of what we do and what connects ALL OT roles #OTalk

Gemma Scott @gemscottOT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Thank you for hosting! been looking forward to #otalk
for ages!

Laura @LauraCoffin_OT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Thanks so much! Really enjoyed it. Good luck with your
research! #OTalk
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OT Sophie @OTSophie
@margaretOT360 Nobody ever seems to be able to solve this issue, no matter how
much we talk about it! #OTalk

Katie Moffat @Katie_Moffat
Thank you @AdamJacksonOT for leading such an engaging discussion for @OTalk_ !
I have so much to consider going forward. Well done! #OTalk
https://t.co/N3n59i74OZ

Rebecca, Occupational Therapist @RebeccaCrouch
Just wanted to make a quick shout out to @SalfordSPx. Great to have you here,
contributing to the conversation & good to hear what you have to say. Keep up the
great work! #OTalk

RuthC @ruthotlife
@otalk I wonder is this because the GP practice organise the CPD, also the OTs
didn't offer to do the CPD possibly ????

Opportune-OT @Opportune_OT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I have enjoyed lurking this evening. Some really
interesting conversations! Thanks for hosting @AdamJacksonOT 👏 #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@therapy2optimum @SusanGriffiths5 @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ @theRCOT haha-
if you don't know me by now, I can be a radical person inside an introverted and
personable OT... lol! #otalk https://t.co/vy5254wj0o

Salford Social Prescribing Hub @SalfordSPx
Had lots of fun with the #OTalk tonight, special thanks to @AdamJacksonOT for
hosting! Always a pleasure to get involved in discussions. Alan

Rebecca, Occupational Therapist @RebeccaCrouch
Last thought for me this evening ~ I think a main challenge for OTs is not knowing
how 2 refer service users to social prescribing services. I know about them, but I've
never actually referred to one! @AdamJacksonOT #OTalk

Adam Jackson @AdamJacksonOT
Thank you <3 It's good to get together ..

SueOT(ret)@T2O🇪🇺💩🐐💚� @therapy2optimum
@SusanGriffiths5 @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ @theRCOT #OTalk. #CoreSkills
#TransferrableSkills #MoreThanSumOfParts #Holistic #Generic I<3OT

Salford Social Prescribing Hub @SalfordSPx
@RebeccaCrouch Thank you! Enjoyed discussing and chatting to you and the others
too! Always good to know where current thoughts and conversations lie. #OTalk
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JasminOT @JasminLaffy
@ruthotlife @otalk I was the receptionist so I put the bookings in. All professionals
would contact us to book. GP did zero organising #otalk

Rebecca, Occupational Therapist @RebeccaCrouch
@therapy2optimum @SusanGriffiths5 @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ @theRCOT
Definitely no to dividing roles. I'm a rotational OT. My plan is to become an expert
generalist with skills across physical & mental health. #OTalk #IloveOT

RuthC @ruthotlife
#otalk maybe that's the answer Jasmine we need to get to know the receptionists
and be proactive va in booking ourselves into the GP surgery CPD

beyondcovid @beyondcovid
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ By working with people so that they are "prescribed"
social occupations that are personally meaningful for them, that bring them joy, that
they need/want to do - instead of something generic that might not resonate with
them #OTalk

beyondcovid @beyondcovid
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ By using language that aligns with social prescribing
and occupational therapy in papers and knowledge translation efforts- to make it
more understandable to everyday people #OTalk

JasminOT @JasminLaffy
@ruthotlife The receptionists are the key. Some people seem to forget they control
the GPs calendar and appointments. We need more OTs to want to do the
advocating role as well! #otalk

SueOT(ret)@T2O🇪🇺💩🐐💚� @therapy2optimum
@LauraCoffin_OT @sarah_bodell @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ #OTalk
#SocialPrescribing really does seem to go back to the basics of #OT. However, we
shouldn't retreat to our heartlands, as we have come so far. We need to strengthen
our position. Research, publicity, excellence in practice, are key.

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Completely agree, our use of language is both an enabler and a barrier within and
outside the profession #OTalk

Health Policy Bot @HealthPolicyBot
RT @RebeccaCrouch: It will raise awareness of our core principles (access to &
participation in balanced meaningful activities can lead to…

Adam Jackson @AdamJacksonOT
RT @therapy2optimum: @LauraCoffin_OT @sarah_bodell @AdamJacksonOT
@OTalk_ #OTalk #SocialPrescribing really does seem to go back to the basi…
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Ellie Bamber @EllietheOT
@therapy2optimum @OTalk_ Have you done this ? And if so any tips in doing it ?
#OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Really good point! #OTalk

SueOT(ret)@T2O🇪🇺💩🐐💚� @therapy2optimum
@RebeccaCrouch @SusanGriffiths5 @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ @theRCOT I
definitely agree that generalism is the greatest specialism, & whilst I have no
experience in MH, I have utilised many psychological interventions. Credit to you.
#OTalk

Rajesh Mohan🌈--PPE for FRONTLINE-- @raj_psyc
RT @AdamJacksonOT: Question 3 #OTalk @OTalk_ https://t.co/Z80RAXpDxd

SueOT(ret)@T2O🇪🇺💩🐐💚� @therapy2optimum
@EllieOTforKids @OTalk_ There was an OT on our #CCG. I think she was pretty
influential. I'm not sure how you would find out about such a post, tho' #OTalk

Ellie Bamber @EllietheOT
@therapy2optimum @OTalk_ Thankyou. I shall go back to my googling #OTalk

OT Sophie @OTSophie
Anyone around for some research mentoring? I need to sound off some
ideas/barrier solutions! #OTalk

Santosh Kumar @Santosh39244976
RT @AdamJacksonOT: Question 3 #OTalk @OTalk_ https://t.co/Z80RAXpDxd

Anne Milston @An44yat
RT @sarah_bodell: Did you know that the Head of Personalised Care in NHS England
is an OT? @nicolagitsham is super supportive of our contri…

LecturerMish🕷🇬🇧�🇪🇺💙 @LecturerMish
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @therapy2optimum @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ @theRCOT I
don’t think we defy description. I think we are guilty of complicat…

Charlie Winward wash your hands @OCEConsultant
@JaneMcKOT7 @HannahwOT

Marcus Dean @MarcusD88167580
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Sorry late Social prescribing is about identifying
people's needs/interests and matching them with/creating available opportunities
for people to carry out meaningful occupations that will have a long lasting impact
on wellbeing. We should be leading this as it is OT. #OTalk
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JPlumbley OTStudent_Hud @JacquiPlumbley
RT @sarah_bodell: Did you know that the Head of Personalised Care in NHS England
is an OT? @nicolagitsham is super supportive of our contri…

Gemma Scott @gemscottOT
@therapy2optimum @SusanGriffiths5 @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ @theRCOT I think
being dual trained and not defined as physical or mental health is a strength of OT, I
think dividing roles would bring more confusion 🤯 I agree with comments below
regarding define the OT role, not in relation to specific job roles but agree this is
challenging #otalk

Venthan Mailoo @VenthanMailoo
RT @EllieOTforKids: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ We need to become better at
marketing our skills and advocating for OT. I think that’s one of th…

Adam Jackson @AdamJacksonOT
RT @AngieHodgson2: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ #OTalk It would be nice to see it
as an opportunity to have additional resources to work with & s…

Adam Jackson @AdamJacksonOT
RT @Katie_Moffat: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I'd say the impact will depend on
how we move along with it. It's a process that we could be guidi…

AbingdonCircle @AbingdonCircle
@nicolagitsham continues to inspire me! 🙌 'Once an OT, always an OT!' 'You are
the real deal' #OTalk #personalisation #socialprescribing

#HelloMyNameIs Laura @laurareidOT
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I believe social prescribing is the governments way to
make a cheaper Occupational Therapy platform as everything I have read about it I
have thought this is OT. #OTalk #meaningfulengagement #community

Glyn Blakey @saeboukglyn
Busy week #Physiotalk #OTalk #WhyWeDoResearch https://t.co/BWMV1cpEMs

Mary Booth @MaryBoothOT
RT @sarah_bodell: Did you know that the Head of Personalised Care in NHS England
is an OT? @nicolagitsham is super supportive of our contri…

Charlie Danger @DangerOT
#Clicker from @Cricksoft is probably the most friendly & engaging way to kickstart
and improve literacy skills, and work on speech. It's FREE for pupils at home if their
school is closed during the CV19 crisis. https://t.co/LsesbGaw7e #edtech #sped
#OTalk #assistivetech #slpeeps
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Catherine McNulty @cathymc9781
#OTalk Casson - R roots occupational philosophy - Whalley-Hammel @jcreektv,
Pollard &more R contemporary evidence re political perspective national &
International as Casson 1st to gain degree in her footsteps bring occupational
thinking into leadership roles & government

#TeamADL CIC @SEND_Leaders
RT @DangerOT: #Clicker from @Cricksoft is probably the most friendly & engaging
way to kickstart and improve literacy skills, and work on s…

Rohan Slaughter @RohanSlaughter
RT @DangerOT: #Clicker from @Cricksoft is probably the most friendly & engaging
way to kickstart and improve literacy skills, and work on s…

SueOT(ret)@T2O🇪🇺💩🐐💚� @therapy2optimum
@sarah_bodell @LauraCoffin_OT @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ #OTalk does this
return to the need for CCGs to fund effectively, & for GPs to recognise our role, refer
to OTs rather than SocPres, & for SocPres to be a tool in our professional kit?

sian burgess @mrsmcinburtott
Well done to @AdamJacksonOT leading the #OTalk last night. A particularly
stimulating conversation about OTs role in social prescribing which I’m catching up
on this morning

Dee @OTinretirement
RT @sarah_bodell: @LauraCoffin_OT @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Really agree with
this. Would love to see occupation focused outcome measures embe…

Crick Software @Cricksoft
RT @DangerOT: #Clicker from @Cricksoft is probably the most friendly & engaging
way to kickstart and improve literacy skills, and work on s…

Kerri Schubert @kerri_schOT
RT @margaretOT360: Yes #OTs don’t shout their skills from the rooftops loud
enough #OTalk

Dee @OTinretirement
RT @cathymc9781: #OTalk Casson - R roots occupational philosophy - Whalley-
Hammel @jcreektv, Pollard &more R contemporary evidence re poli…

Sue Parkinson @MOHOspark
RT @sarah_bodell: @LauraCoffin_OT @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Really agree with
this. Would love to see occupation focused outcome measures embe…

Andy Doughty @andyDoughty11
It’s great to see that one of the best #SEND platforms has made available it’s
software for free. #clicker #edutwitter. @Cricksoft #SEN #Homeschooling
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Salford Social Prescribing Hub @SalfordSPx
RT @RebeccaCrouch: Just wanted to make a quick shout out to @SalfordSPx. Great
to have you here, contributing to the conversation & good to…

melanie larkin @Larkimel
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ #OTalk we assess the whole person and analyse the
barriers preventing people doing what they want to do, SP are not trained to do this
and this is where our unique skills come into play.

Chantelle Davies @chaniedavies
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ #OTalk

Chantelle Davies @chaniedavies
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Gone from mental health OT to community OT to Social
prescriber.. Perfect role to bring my skills together and do meaningful work. Very
satisfying x. #OTalk

Chantelle Davies @chaniedavies
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Assessments, outcome measures, activity analysis on
top of evidence base that is already there... Perhaps RCOT develop subsection to
upskill link workers but have access to evidence and tools. Reflective peer
supervision #OTalk

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
Or even a lot better 🗣🗣🗣🗣🗣#OTalk

Chantelle Davies @chaniedavies
@AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Educating other professions to move away from doing
to to working with. Increased confidence in the benefits and case study examples
#OTalk

Jolien.vandenHouten.OT @houtvinck
RT @sarah_bodell: Did you know that the Head of Personalised Care in NHS England
is an OT? @nicolagitsham is super supportive of our contri…

Chantelle Davies @chaniedavies
@sarah_bodell @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ This weirdly has been my time to shine
in new role, supporting individuals over the phone with mental health and social
needs... Thought I would lose my job but valued by managers and improved staff
understanding. Invited to primary care future planning mtg. #OTalk

Rachel @hepton_rachel
RT @sarah_bodell: Did you know that the Head of Personalised Care in NHS England
is an OT? @nicolagitsham is super supportive of our contri…
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Adam Jackson @AdamJacksonOT
RT @laurareidOT: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ I believe social prescribing is the
governments way to make a cheaper Occupational Therapy platform…

Adam Jackson @AdamJacksonOT
This would be my thought too 👏

Adam Jackson @AdamJacksonOT
RT @chaniedavies: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ Assessments, outcome measures,
activity analysis on top of evidence base that is already there...…

Adam Jackson @AdamJacksonOT
RT @Larkimel: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ #OTalk we assess the whole person and
analyse the barriers preventing people doing what they want to d…

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
RT @Larkimel: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ #OTalk we assess the whole person and
analyse the barriers preventing people doing what they want to d…

Theresa Baxter @Theresa50863389
RT @Larkimel: @AdamJacksonOT @OTalk_ #OTalk we assess the whole person and
analyse the barriers preventing people doing what they want to d…

Cheryl OT @otnotes
Never heard of this! Clicker writer looks great for so many needs!! #schoolOT #ot365

Salford Social Prescribing Hub @SalfordSPx
@JEN_Elemental this is the tweet we were telling you about 😄

nicola gitsham @nicolagitsham
@sarah_bodell Sorry to miss #OTalk ! Looks like it was a great conversation. OTs
needed more than ever as we help people cope with and then recover from the
current crisis. Time to catch up @sarah_bodell !

RCOT Scottish Policy @RCOT_PolicySco
To ensure we provide the very best to our service users is crucial that occupational
therapists are linking with policy and that we feed into policy development and
review. @RCOT_PolicySco @RCOTNIreland @theRCOT @RCOTPolicyWales

Brodie Holmes OT @BrodieHolmes
RT @sarah_bodell: Did you know that the Head of Personalised Care in NHS England
is an OT? @nicolagitsham is super supportive of our contri…

Sight&Mind CIC @SightandMindCIC
RT @sarah_bodell: Did you know that the Head of Personalised Care in NHS England
is an OT? @nicolagitsham is super supportive of our contri…
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LecturerMish🕷🇬🇧�🇪🇺💙 @LecturerMish
RT @1otYear: We know things are pretty awful at the moment but as OTs we all
know about balance. So here’s a question to lighten the load..…

LecturerMish🕷🇬🇧�🇪🇺💙 @LecturerMish
Newly qualified #occupationaltherapists if your 1st year of practice was song what
would it be? All the songs will be collated into a playlist, @1otYear would love to
here what yours are? Please retweet and share @LSBUOTSOCIETY

Becky Power OT @BeckyPower5
Newly qualified OTs,if your 1st year of practice was a song what would it be? All the
songs will be collated into a playlist, would love to here what yours are ?
@HelenZerbini @HiMyNamesVic @MhealthotTom @jonnyhench Please retweet and
share @LecturerMish @sarah_jayneOT

Ruby James @rubyjamesOT
This feels like a good shout, definitely a lot of learning from the other OTs in my
team 🤓. Especially my supervisor @Jordan_FScottOT https://t.co/jYZMvsqS04

Repose Furniture Ltd @Repose_Seating
We're proud to work with occupational therapist @OTKateSheehan to deliver the
very best quality and comfort for our Riser Recliner chairs, any OTs out there? Let us
know in the comments! We'd love to have a chat #OTalk #occupationaltherapist
https://t.co/hxqUST0Qgg https://t.co/39dCGLXUFE

LSBU OT Society @LSBUOTSOCIETY
RT @LecturerMish: Newly qualified #occupationaltherapists if your 1st year of
practice was song what would it be? All the songs will be col…

nicola gitsham @nicolagitsham
Sharing this in light of the #OTalk conversations this week @sarah_bodell
@RCOT_Paul - please share

Aimee Robson @AimeeRobson4
RT @nicolagitsham: Sharing this in light of the #OTalk conversations this week
@sarah_bodell @RCOT_Paul - please share
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RT @OTalk_: Join the conversation: Social Prescribing and the future of Occupational
Therapy. Tonight (Tuesday) at 8pm on Twitter using th…

Sarah Bodell @sarah_bodell
Thanks Nic. A great blog, and what a time to start a new role! Once an OT, always an
OT 😃 #socialprescribing @AdamJacksonOT @SalfordSPx @OTalk_ @JEN_Elemental
@cathymc9781 @VHalliwellOT @House_OT @Its_Elemental #otalk
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Salford Social Prescribing Hub @SalfordSPx
RT @nicolagitsham: Sharing this in light of the #OTalk conversations this week
@sarah_bodell @RCOT_Paul - please share

Sara Bordoley @SaraBordoley
RT @nicolagitsham: Sharing this in light of the #OTalk conversations this week
@sarah_bodell @RCOT_Paul - please share

Michelle Perryman-Fox 🦊 @Symbolic_Life
RT @sarah_bodell: Thanks Nic. A great blog, and what a time to start a new role!
Once an OT, always an OT 😃 #socialprescribing @AdamJackson…

Catherine McNulty @cathymc9781
RT @sarah_bodell: Thanks Nic. A great blog, and what a time to start a new role!
Once an OT, always an OT 😃 #socialprescribing @AdamJackson…
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